Introduction
In Diophantine geometry [5] , LANG raises the problem of estimating the number of points in projective spaces, rational over a given number field K, of height at most B. The main result of this is Theorem 3, which asserts that the number of such points is C^+0 (^m -l/N ) where m-1 is the dimension of the projective space, N the degree of K over Q, and C is a constant (depending on K and m) expressed in terms of classical invariants of K.
S. H. SCHANUEL
The basic idea its to study points with integral coordinates in affine w-space, and divide by the action of the units; then divide by the action of the principal integral ideals.
One counts integral points modulo units by an extension of the (DEDEKIND-WEBER) technique used to estimate the number of integral ideals of norm ^ B. The problem reduces to a geometric one: estimate the number of lattice points in t A, where A is a bounded domain in Euclidean space, and t a large real number. The division by principal ideals is accomplished by an appropriate formulation of the Mobius inversion formula, coupled with some elementary estimates of partial sums of Dirichlet series.
This outline is oversimplified in two respects. One must count points with coordinates in a fixed ideal, modulo units; this differs only trivially from counting integral points modulo units. In the inversion, one inverts over all ideals, rather than just principal ideals. This has the advantage of rendering the inversion easier, and leading to a stronger result. Points in projective space are counted one class at a time, the class of a point being the ideal class of the ideal generated by the coordinates of the point.
I am indebted to Serge LANG, whose assistance and encouragement have been invaluable.
Integral points modulo units
Let K be a number field, i. e. a finite extension of the field Q of rational numbers, of degree N over Q. A divisor b on K is a pair b = (a, B), where a is a non-zero fractional ideal of K, and B a positive real number. The divisors form a group D under component-wise multiplication, and are partially ordered by: (a, B) ^ (a', B') means a c= a' and B ^ B'. The norm of b, written || b |[, is 2?Na~1, where Na denotes the ordinary norm of the fractional ideal a. S^ denotes the set of archimedean absolute values of K, normalized to extend the ordinary absolute value on Q. For v e 5'oo? Ny is the degree of the completion Ky over R, and | x |y = v (x). To avoid numerous exponents, || x ||y is used to abbreviate | x j^, for x in K^.
Let m be a positive integer, and K" 1 the cartesian product Kx ... x K To any point X in A^-O"* we associate a divisor
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where:
[X~\ is the ideal generated by the components of X, and oo^=rL^sup,i|z,ii,.
For m = 1, the map K*->D by xi->b^ is a homomorphism, with kernel U, the group of units of K, and image the principal divisors. Principal divisors have norm 1, so that || b || depends only on the class of b modulo principal divisors. The set of X in K" 1 -^" 1 satisfying b^y ^ b, for fixed b, is stable under componentwise multiplication by units; we denote the orbit set mod U by Z/"(b), and the cardinality of Z/^b) by ^(b). Then ^w (b) depends only on the class of b, since multiplication by x e K^ induces a bijection L"
For m = 1, we have a classical estimate for 'k. Namely 'k 1 (a, B) is the number of principal ideals contained in a with norm at most B, and the Dedekind-Weber Theorem asserts that
here x is a constant depending only on K (cf. [8] , [3] ). Our first object is to extend this Theorem. We shall prove the Theorem in this form. First we reduce it to a problem of counting lattice points in a certain bounded domain in the Euclidean space R^. We estimate this by parametrizing implicitly the boundary of the domain. Portions of the proof carry over almost verbatim from the known case m = 1.
The following agreements will be in force for the remainder of this section: K, m and a are fixed; (a)"* denotes w-tuples of elements in a. The index v ranges over S^ the index ; over the set { 1, ..., m }. Thus Kî s identifiable with R or C, with ambiguity only up to complex conjugation; we fix an identification. Whenever convenient we identify C with the Euclidean space R 2 in the usual way. Uis the group of units, Wihe group of roots of unity. R + is the multiplicative group of positive real numbers;
Let A be a set, G an abelian group operating on A; H is a subgroup of (7. We say G is effective mod
1° S is 77-stable (hs e S for h e H, s e S), is a semigroup homomorphism such that (Da = a', then it is a G-map. In our applications, G will always be the group U of units of K, and H will be the subgroup W of roots of unity.
The diagonal embedding of U in Hi, ^ is a semigroup homomorphism, so U operates on ]~jy ^. We want to choose a fundamental set mod W for the (7-stable subset rLW"" 0^-For this we need the ^^wing Theorem.
UNIT THEOREM. -Map

U-^^^y^2 by u^(\og\\u\\,).
This is a homomorphism, with kernel W and image a lattice of maximal rank r^
where T[^ : K^-^->R is given r|,(Z) = log sup, || ^ ||y. This is a (/-map (but not a semigroup homomorphism because of the sup). Let pr :Y\R^ -> H be the projection along the vector G/Vy), also a (7-map.
The reason for this particular projection will be apparent shortly.)
proof. -The first assertion follows from Lemma 1, and the second is clear.
The selection of the set F is standard. Let u^ ..., u^ be a basis for the image of U in H; it is an R-basis for H. Let T^, ..., T,. be the dual basis; i. e. T : H->R is the linear functional satisfying T,(^) = 5^. Then F is defined to be the set of y e H such that 0 ^ T, (y) < 1, ./ = 1, ...,/". Let J? (5) 
Since W acts effectively, each ^-orbit contains w points.
PROPOSITION 1. -w^^B) is the number of points of the lattice (aT in A (5).
The choice ofpr was made to ensure that A (B) depends homogeneously on B.
LEMMA 3. -We have t A = A for t e R*, R (B) = B
11 Jv^ (1) , and
Proof. -LetZen.W-^), ^eR*. We havê
Since pr is linear, and annihilates (TVy The proof is formulated as a sequence of Lemmas. The parametrization of subsets of 8 A is similar; but it requires more care, since the hypersurfaces used are not closed. We borrow "5"' to denote the unit (m N-l)-sphere in R^ == fl. 
Then T|, is differentiable, and D^ (Z) : R^-^]"^ Ry is surjective at all Z. (This reduces immediately to the same assertion for K^ -> R
by Z^log]|Z|[,; since V^ == fL^" 1 x^^^ and ^c. factors into: projection on the second factor, followed by a componentwise map n^^n^-) Now for la=(j,a,5)(j=l, ...,r; a : ^ ^ {l, ..., m}; 8e{0, l}), define ^ : V^-^R by ^ (Z) = ^.prT|,(Z)-5. Let 7^ be the hypersurface defined by pa = 0. Since pa is continuous, 77^ is closed in Vy (but not in R^). Furthermore pa (t Z) = pa (Z) for t e R*, by the same computation that showed, t A = A, with r\ replaced by T|,. Since T^, pr are linear and surjective, and Dr[y (Z) is surjective, Dpa (Z) is surjective. This, together with the homogeneity of pa, insures that the functionals Dpa (Z) and D^ (Z) are linearly independent (even orthogonal), where î s the momentary symbol for the Euclidean norm of a vector. Thus Hâ nd S intersect nicely; we apply the implicit function Theorem. For any Z e Hy n S, there exist a neighborhood W^ ^ of Z, and a differentiable function T^ : / m^-2 -> R mjv , such that (W^ ^ n H^ n 5) <= ^^ (/ mN -2 ).
We want to get 8A n S inside a (finite) union of compact subsets H^ (= H^ n ^ then we can finish the proof as in Lemma 8. Let Proof. -The computation closely parallels that for the case m = 1 (cf. HECKE [3] ).
For Ny = 2, let p,y, 9fy be polar coordinates in K^: Integrating with respect to the 6;y, we get 2-1(2 ^r-fn^cp^" 1^) .
The domain of integration is the union of domains Dy, a : 5^-^ { 1, ..., m } specified by The jacobian is ± 7?, and we get m^l^n^R f^-^nA with the integration over the cube 0 ^ u < 1, 0 ^ ^. ^ 1, so the integral equals 1/w, which gives the result.
The inversion
We recall that || b || depends only on the class of b modulo principal divisors, so that the map To estimate \if, for / in R (7)), we will need the following Lemmas. Proof.
The sum is r r. Note that for ||b|| < 1, both ^(b) and ^(b) are zero, since b^ has norm at least 1; hence ^O T , V are in R CD). Hence \Ji} m = n/ +|^» and Lemma 12 yields the Theorem.
COROLLARY. -The number of points in P" 1 Let a be prime to S, and a^, ..., a^ be representatives for the subgroup of the ideal class group generated by the primes in S-S^, with a^ = (a^. Then where S^ is the disjoint union of Sj, and dividing by the appropriate unit group. For Sj consisting of singletons, m = 1, this would include the estimate of the number of points in parallelotopes. This should be followed by a variation on the inversion, based on a partition of the set of primes. So far I have been able to carry through only the first part of this program, obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions on the partition of S^ to yield finiteness, and yielding an estimate of the same type as in Theorem 1.
